B.Y.P.U. Social

Place - Church Annex
Time - April 13th, 8:00 P.M.
Who - B.Y.P.U. Members and Friends (Group 2 in charge)
Object- A good social time (eventually Boston)

Senior B. Y. P. U.
Stop! Look! Listen!
Not a one of you
Can afford to be missin'.

COME! Bring your pocket book,
This party aint free
We'll send delegates to Boston
Down East by the sea.

It's Friday the 13th
We will have to concede.
Don't let that detain you
Good luck is guaranteed.

A Hearty Welcome for all.

"COME"
Consider the difficulty of combining a heroic and revolutionary fearlessness with a capacity for indignation and deep, friendly tenderness.

Changes in true and ideal life? A deeper motive for social service and personal attitude change toward friendly to everybody, but friends with only those who esteemed to meet him on his own high terms.

Do our friendships partake of high real fellowship.

Xian life friendly fellowship, we believe, Immortal Companion, Someone warns us, we evil rebuke us when we sin.

1. When we are discouraged, we cannot win yet.
2. Are we in fellowship, do we make it easy to be spoken to.